01 KUL / BEIJING (MOB)
Assemble at KLIA for your flight to Capital City of China ~ Beijing. Upon arrival, transfer to hotel.

02 BEIJING (B/LD)
After breakfast, visit to Tiananmen Square, where you can visit Tiananmen Tower, Monument to the People’s Heroes etc. Thousands of people come to the Square every day. It is the must visit place in Beijing City. Proceed to pearl shop dizzying array of pearls. Continue visit to Forbidden City.

03 BEIJING (B/LD)
After breakfast, visit to Tool Shop. After that, visit to a fortification history of more than 2000 years Great Wall, is one of the greatest wonders of the world, was enlisted in the World Heritage by UNESCO in 1987. Just like a gigantic dragon, the Great Wall winds up and down across deserts, grasslands, mountains and plateaus, stretching approximately 5,500 miles from east to west of China. Continue visit to Ming Dynasty Wax Museum, Crystal Shop and Sacred Way of Ming Tombs, among the many Sacred Ways, the one of Ming Tombs’ is best preserved and complete. The Sacred Way starts with a huge stone memorial archway lying at the front of the area. Continue transfer to experience foot spa.

04 BEIJING / CHENGDE (B/LD)
After breakfast, transfer visit to Summer Palace, it had become a luxurious royal garden providing royal families with rest and entertainment. Like most of the gardens in Beijing, it could not elude the rampages of the Anglo- French allied force and was destroyed by fire. In 1888, Empress Dowager Cixi embezzled navy funds to reconstruct it for her own benefit, changing its name to Summer Palace (Yiheyuan). She spent most of her later years there, dealing with state affairs and entertaining. Do some shopping at Ya Xiu Market. After tour, depart to Chengde by coach.

05 CHENGDE/BEIJING (B/LD)
After breakfast, visit to Imperial Summer Villa which was bounded by a 10km wall divided into the palace area and gardens with lakes and hills. Continue transfer to Putuo Zongcheng Temple visit the two temples which are Small Potala Palace and Puning Temple.

06 BEIJING / TIANJIN / BEIJING (B/LD)
After breakfast, continue visit to Panda Park and appearance view National Opera. After tour, proceed to experience Hutong trishaw ride. Then depart to Tianjin by coach. Upon arrival, visit to two of famous street includes the Ancient Cultural Street and Food Street Mall. You may taste the food of Gou Bu Li Steam Bun at Tianjin. Then transfer back to Beijing. Enjoy the Acrobatic show at night.

07 BEIJING (B/LD)
After breakfast, transfer visit to Temple of Heaven, it was first built in 1420, along with the construction of the Forbidden City. The Temple of Heaven covers an area of 273 hectares. It is the best preserved and largest sacrificial building complex in the world. It was the place where emperors of the Ming and Qing dynasties came to perform worship to the God of Heaven and pray for good harvests. Then transfer to Tea Shop. Continue you may do some shopping at Wang Fu Jing Pedestrian Street and taste the local snack food by your own at Dong Hua Men. On the way back to hotel, coach view to CCTV Buildings.

08 BEIJING (B/LD)
After breakfast, visit to knife shop. Then proceed to visit a bridge of Marco polo bridge, it was here on the Marco Polo Bridge that the eight-year-long War of Resistance against the Imperial Japanese Army commenced on the 7th July 1937 that culminated with the surrender of Japan in 1945. Continue visit to famous Zheng Yang Men City Gate. After that, transfer visit into the world’s largest steel structure Bird’s Nest and appearance view of Water Cube. Continue transfer to visit Silk Exibition.

09 BEIJING / KUL (B)
After breakfast, transfer to airport for your flight home.

DEPARTURE DATE:

TOUR FARE: